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Find friends on facebook from contacts

There are many reasons to contact Facebook. Parents want to ensure that the security and privacy settings on a child's account are set up correctly. Profiles can be disabled for no apparent reason, offensive ads don't always disappear when settings change, and hacked accounts are very frustrating. Deciding how to contact Facebook is
usually a matter of finding the right option for specific issues. Facebook offers many different forms and avenues to seek help, so the large number of options can be confusing. Facebook's help community is a great resource. Thousands of Facebook users are involved in the community. They offer help and answers to questions. There
are categories along the left side of the page that can help you find a specific topic quickly. The FAQ tab contains the most common queries. There are several Facebook pages that post updates and sometimes answer questions, including Facebook For Business, Facebook and Privacy, Facebook developers, Facebook engineers, and
Facebook design. courtneyk /Getty Images Facebook Help Center may be available by opening account settings from the drop-down list in the right corner of the Home screen. The Link to the Help Center is the first link from the left of the second row of links at the bottom of the settings page. The Help Center contains five links at the top
of the page. One link returns to the home page, and three center links lead to specific help sections. The fifth link is an inbox specifically for voice prompts. AntonioGuillem / Getty Images If you suspect someone is impersonating you on Facebook, go to the person's profile page. Search for the name, or ask a friend to send the link. Click
your Page's cover photo and select reports. There will be a set of instructions to complete the submission of the report. If you don't have a Facebook account and need to report an impersonation, you can use the Report a fraudulent account contact form. Epiximages / Getty Images There are several contact forms to report video or photo
privacy rights. If you choose the right form, you'll get faster results than using general reporting. There are options for reporting images that violate privacy rights on Facebook, images that violate a country's privacy rights, and a specific form to request the removal of profile pictures on the Facebook login page. There are forms for videos
that violate privacy rights on Facebook and videos that also infringe on a country's privacy rights. Warchi/ Getty Images Most users don't know their Facebook accounts are suspended or disabled until they try to sign in. A suspended account is the result of unauthorized login attempts. A disabled account is a deliberate act in response to a
violation of Facebook's Terms of Service. Users have access to the contact forms and instructions to appeal the decision verify their identity when they try to log in. filistimlyanin / Getty Images Keeping a Facebook account of a deceased person online is done memory request contact form. The Special Request for Medically Incapacitated
or Deceased Person's Account form is used to permanently remove an account. There's also a form called Request content from a deceased person's account to get photos, timeline reviews, and other content from a memorialized account. welcomia / Getty Images The process for reporting ads, photos, profiles, comments, groups and
pages that violate Facebook's Terms of Use is quite simple. Click the photo, video, or other link or content you want to report. There will be a button with three dots somewhere to the right of each comment or object. An option to provide feedback or report is displayed depending on the type of content it is. A menu appears with options
asking how the content violates facebook's terms of service. Select the option that best suits the situation, and then click the Send button. urbazon / Getty Images Additional contact forms are available to report abuse. Report blackmail and threats to share information about a child using Report blackmail, intimate images, or threats to
share intimate images.No. Blackmail in this case applies only to intimate images for adults, but there are no restrictions on what threats to a child should be reported here. A contact form titled Report a threatening message is that non-sexual threats to share private or compromising content. piranka / Getty Images The drop-down menu
under the Guidelines and Reporting link on the main help page has a section titled Upload your ID. This section provides appropriate and safe methods for providing ID verification. ID verification may be required for the Facebook Marketplace or to reopen a suspended account. The Intellectual Property option on the same drop-down
menu contains contact forms and instructions for reporting copyright or trademark infringement. TCmake_photo/Getty Images It is very important to avoid fraud. Always contact Facebook via phone numbers, email addresses, and other options in the Facebook Help Center. Don't use a search engine to find contact information. Some
phone numbers found through a general search connect to a person, or people, pretending to work for Facebook. The person is trying to get enough information to access personal accounts. Avoid using a third party to find contact information, and consider answers carefully when asking others for help. anyaberkut / Getty Images
Knowing how to add friends on Facebook is important for using the world's largest social network. Before you get started, you should also know how to unfollow, block, and remove Facebook friends. Instructions in this article apply to Facebook.com, but you can also manage your friends with the Facebook mobile app. To find and add
friends directly to Facebook: Enter the person's name in the search box at the top of Facebook and select Select the People tab to filter out everything else personal profiles. Browse the results to find the person you know and select Add friend next to their name. A friend request will be sent to that person. When they confirm that they're
actually friends with you, they'll appear on the list of Facebook friends. You'll receive a notification when they accept your friend request. Privacy settings may limit the ability to see the Add Friend link for some users. If they don't want to be added by someone who isn't a mutual friend of them, you may need to send them a message first
and ask them to add you. To get started, Facebook suggests friends based on the information in your profile. For example, if you indicate that you were attending a specific high school or college, Facebook might suggest other people on Facebook who went to the same school. To find old friends on Facebook, you'll need to list your
schools and graduation years. If you have changed your name but want to be found by your old friends who knew you by your old name, there is an option to be searchable with your previous name. On the profile page, go to About information about you &gt; yours, and select + Add a nickname. To tag Facebook friends in your posts, type
the @ symbol followed by the first letters of their name. Facebook starts suggesting friends you can choose from a drop-down list. To tag a friend in a photo, select Tag photo below to photo and select anyone from the list of friends. When you tag someone, they'll receive a notification and it can appear on their profile (depending on their
timeline settings). Facebook has a convenient option that lets you unfollow friends. That way, you'll stop seeing their posts in News Feed without having to remove them. When you don't follow anyone, they're not notified of it, so they're none the wiser. To unfollow a friend, go to their profile, hover over Following on the cover photo, and
select Unfollow. To remove someone from your friend's list, go to their profile, hover over Friends on your cover photo, and select Remove Friend. If you want to block someone from seeing your profile or contact you altogether, you can block them. Users aren't notified when you block them, and you won't be able to access blocked users'
profiles when they're blocked. To block someone on Facebook, go to their profile, select the three dots in the lower-right corner of the cover photo, and then select Block. You can block both friends and users who aren't your friends. To unblock them, go to Settings and select Blocking to manage the list of blocked users. Friendship Pages
show photos and posts associated with you and a specific friend. Whether you've shared photos/posts or not, you'll share a friendship page with each friend. To view a friend's friendship page, go to their profile, select the three dots in the lower-right corner of the cover photo, then select View friendship. Thank you for telling us! Tell us
why! Why! Why!
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